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The metrics singularity problt!m in GR is intimately connected with known 
Birkhoff theorem. When Birkhoff first formulated his statement, it had not a 
theorem,status and consisted in following [l]: 

The field outside of the spherical distribution of matter is static 
whether or not the matter is in a static or in a variable' state... Thus 
the Schwarzschild sohiti6n is ess~nti~lly the ~ost general solution of 
the field equations with spherical symmetry. 

The central fact which Birkh~ff was interested fr{ was that the gravitational 
waves have existed or not when spherical distribution of~atter.has been pu}sating. 
The conclusion obtained by him was negative. , Hence we have in GR the same 
situation that in Newtonian theory of gravit~tion. 

The metrics which Birkhoff meant was gvw : 
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ds = 1-:- ;- dt - 1 - ;- dr -,r dH, (1) 

where d0.2 = d02 + sin2 0dip2 , (3 = 2m (in the relativistic units), m - central source 
mass. This metrics is usually named Schwarzschild metrics, though J.Droste [2] 
and H.Weyl [3] actually obtained it in 1917. So hereH is designated by gvw

The feature of this metrics is the presence of "horizon of events" or singular 
Schwarzschild sphere. So the space - time topology is non - Euclidean and the 
"black holes" or collapsed objects are possible in the Universe. 

An existence of collapsed objects induces a set of hardly decidable questions 
connected with physical interpretation of mathematical wording 'of GR. Hawking 
and Ellis described in every detail the problems of singularities appearance and 
collapse in GR [4]. They arrived at a conclusion that it is important to have an 
exact wording of this theory· and to state uniqueness degree of it. They offered a 
new wording of GR in .terms of mathematical space - time models M., It followed 
by a modification of Birkhoff's statement and an attempt to give it a theorem 
status. Two another versions of Birkhoff theorem are in [5]. 

All above mentioned wordings of Birkhoff theorem (including [1]) ascertain 
that from only spherical symmetry of vacuum metrics it' follows that one is static 
and has Schwarzschildean form ( on the uniqueness Schwarzschild geometry see,· e.g. 
[5]). Moreover by that it ensures the uniqueness of spherically symmetrical space 
- time model in GR. This uniqueness in its turn involves necessity of the existence 
of black holes as 'the real physical and. astrophysical objects and the non-existence 
of.the astrophysical objects with a naked singularity. However now there are some 
new astrophysical facts pointing out to a possibility of existence ofl1!-st type objects. 
That's why the uniqueness problem of spherically symmetric space - time model in 
GR is very interestfng. The real astrophysical objects are the realization in nature 
of the theoretical space - time models. So the question of accurate formulation of 
Birkhoff theorem has to arise. 



The Birkhoff theorem wordings in [l] and [5] has lack of accuracy. Firstly 
these wordings do not point out tc:i the space-time region where Schwarzschildean 
coordinates can be introduced. Secondly it does not talk precisely in which metric 
functions differentiable class the problem decision has to be considered. Therefore 
a simple answer the put question is impossible. 

What is the maximum space-time region where the mentioned in the Birkhoff 
theorem coordinates may be introduced? H's seen from (1) that the metrics gvw 
is determined in a static map which exists at only R~region: r > /3. Within the 
sphere r = /3 (i.e. at T-region: 0 < r < /3) a time and a space coordinates switch 
the roles, and the m~p becomes non-static. · An ~nalytic continuation of the metrics 
(l)' to t~e T-region is realized in the non-static coordinate systems, such as .well
known Eddington - Finkelstein and Kruskal - Szekeres coordinates. Thus from the 
above-mentioned Birkhoff theorem wording it follows that_spherically symmetric 
vacuum gravitational field is static at only region r > /3. 

But already inJ916 K.Schwarzschild [6] found the static vacuum metrics gs in 
the map covering the\vhole region of space 0 < r < oo.This s~lution has spherical 
symmetry but has not "horizon ?f events". It may be written in the form: 

ds2 = (1 -~) dt2 
- (1 -~)-1 

(R1dr)2 - R2dD.2 (2) 

where R = (r3 + /33
)
1!3

, R1 =· ~~, /3 = 2m = const > 0. 
The actually Schwarzschildean metrics (2) as satisfy the conditions which are 

necessary to. describe gravitational field of uncharged non-radiating non-rotational 
point source as Droste-Wey! metrics does. This conditions were formulated in 
Finkelstein's article [7] as follows: 

1. space-time m~trics has to be asymptotically Euclidean; 

2. this metrics has not to be continued to the line L(x = y = z = 0) corre
sponding to the central singularity; 

3. this metrics has to be invariant under the group of space rotations and re-
flections as ~ell as the translations of a .time coordinate t; · 

4. a coordinate t has to be global only. 

We shall name the space-time¼ furnished with the metrics (1) Droste-Wey! 
model (but not Schwarzschild model.as it is received in the literature).· The spher
ically symmetric static vacuum solution of the Einstein equations being found by 
K.Schwarzschild (more exactly the space-time ¼ with the metrics (2)) will be 
named Schwarzschildean model. In spite of the metrics gvw may .be obtained 
from the metrics gs by the radial coordinate transformation:r',= (r,3+ f33) 113, r > 
0, r'· > /3, these metrics .have_ different determination regions (Mvw : -r' > /3 and. 
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Ms: r > 0). Therefore as Abrams showed in [8] they describe two different non
equivalent space-time models. Schwarzschildean model do not contain "horizon of 
events" and "black holes". 

In the Einstein General Relativity a mathematical space-time model in the 
Hawking~Ellis sense is a pair (M, g) where M - connected Hausdorff differentiable 
manifold furnished with a Lorentz metrics g·of index 1. Two models (M,g) and 
( M, g) are considered to be equivalent if a diffeomorphism M -+ M exists which 
maps g into g isometrically. Strictly speaking the space-time model in GR is not 
one pair (M, g) but the whole equivalence class which includes any of pairs (lYf,g) 
being equivalent (M,g). Thus any model is folly· defined if some representative 
(M, g) of the equivalence class and isometric diffeomorphism (M, g) -+ (M, g) ~re 

given. 
In [8] L.Abrams obtained the whole equivalence class of the vacuum space-time 

models meeting Schwarzschildean problem and having the model (Ms, gs) as their 
representative. In the quasipolar coordinates this class is formed by the metrics 

family gA: 
ds2 = ;dt2..:.. 132(x1)2 dr2 - 132 . dD.2 

x(l - x) (1 - x)2 . '. i 
(3) 

where /3 =const> 0, x(r) - monotonously increasing C00 
- differentiable function, 

which is defined on the interval (0, +oo) and satisfies the conditions: 

x(0+) = o, x(r) ~ 1- ~' 
r 

(4) 

h <!x w en r--> _oo, X1 ~•dr • • 

The radial coordinate transformation x(r) = x(r) gives C00
- diffeomorphism 

(Ms, gA) --> (Ms, 9A), where gA and 9A ,- any two metrics of the family (3) (see 
[8]). The metrics (2) is one of the metrics family (3) if X = 1- ~,R = (r3 + f33

)
113 _ 

Any manifold of Abrams dass (Ms,gA) may be obtained from (Ms,gs) by 
C 00-diffe~morphi;m which transforms r' as 

r' = _/3_[1 _ (1 _ x)3]1f3, 
1-x (5) 

where x(r)-the function satisfying the conditions (4) (see [9]). The class 
(Ms,gA) does not include the manifold (M~w,gvw), Le. usual Schwarzschildean 
geometry, as Mvw is only the part of Ms ( [8]), and Ms --> Mvw mapping is not 
a'. diffeomorphism. · 1 

· ·· · 

, So there exist· at last two space-tiiu~ .models that meet Schwarzschildean p~ob
lem for. the p~i~t source. Furthermore ~ach of these m~d~ls. ~ontains an arbi
trarines;s in the mass· par~meter /3 clioice. Th~refore · nothing indicate that ~pher
ically symmetric· vacuum: space-timc''model in GR' is unique. . It need be no-

. • , -' ; • • • a. ~ ' •• <•. : •. •. C " 

ticed that in the presence of 'horizon of events" the external "Schwarzschildean 
metrics"(i.e.Droste-Weyl metrics (1)) may be obtained also by sewing it together 
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internal Schwarzschildean metrics. The external Schwarzschild solution may be 
sewed together internal metrics for example for a homogeneous sphere, and it .will 
correspond to not-point source. Then we shall have third type of the spherically 
symmetric space-time models with the metrics (1). 

The answer on the question of the uniqueness of the space-time model depends 
also on the differentiable class of the metric functions 9iiv(x),and of the func
tions realizing these transformations.• It is usually implied (including the proofs of 
Birkhoff.theorem) _that they belong to the C 00 -class. Really the existence of the 
coordinates in. which the functions g µv( x) belong to the C 2 -class is enough to meet 
Schwarzschildean problem. Will the new space-time models arise if the require
ments on differentiability of the functions g1.w(x) will be weaken? A.Z.Petrov in [10] 
went into the question of the form of the spherically symmetric-vacuum solutions 
of Einstein equations in the class of the functions differentiability C 1 ., Hawking and 
Ellis in [4] .went into this· question also in the connection with Birkhoff theorem. 
A.Z.Petrov did not obtain full static solution class in the extended functions class 
ci. 

The discussion on Petrov's problem and,the new attempt to decide it see in 
[11]. In this article we found that if the differentiable class of 'the metric functions 
is extended by the functions of the class C~ then even in this extended class the 
static solution will be expressed by, the functions of the dass non-below C 2

• But if 
the choice of the functions class was limited to the class C 2 under the requirement 
0-< r < oo at once, the solu.tions would be only static and at the manifold Ms 
would be described by the metrics family 9A· The metrics gs being regular to the 
central singularity may be took as a representative of the Abrams equivalence class. 
The question of the ~xiste'nce of non-static spherically symmetric vacuum solutions 
of C1-class may be open only for 'non-Einsteinean equations: Hawking and Ellis 
point of view is no~existence such solutions in GR ( [4]). t' . 

As shown iri [11] if the sourc_e may have so small size as ~one cho
0

ose then _all 
Birkhoff theorem conditions are satisfied by not only Droste-Weyl model (Mvw, 9DW) 

(i.e. the usual Schwarzschildean geometry in which the singular sphere exists) but 
by another model (Ms,gs) being obtained by Schwarzschild indeed and being de
fined on Ms where O < r < oo also. The question is: what is the riiaximum region 
without the ceritral singularity °where.the Schwarzschildean problem have,a static 
solution? , ' · ' , ,,. · · · ·' · 

The wording of the Birkhoff the~rem being given in [1] contains ·ri~t only 
no directives to such region but ,to the function class, in which. the decision· of 
Scliwarzschilde-;;_n problem is declared unique a~d having form of the metrk~ 9DW 

also. At the same tiII1e in the accepted proofs of this theo~e~ the transition to, 
curvatures coordinates by the admissible t'ransformations is quietly using, i.e.in 
fact it is imposed that C = -r2• H~re C is the. coefficient in front of d!V in the 
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spherically symmetric metrics of the general form; 

ds2 = Adr2 + 2B drdt f C dil2 + Ddt2
, (6) 

where A, B, C, D-some functions of r, t. ; · 
As A.Z.Petrov noted in [10] this requirement is equivalent,to a choice of the 

differentiable functions class C 2
• In [11] shown that lowering the admissible class 

of the fu~ctions differentiability don't e,xtend of the static solti.tions ~lass. The 
conclusions follow from.the above: ,, 

1. the usual wording of the Birkhoff theorem is'instifficiently accurate to lead 
to the unique.spherically symII1etric static s~lution; .. ,. . , 

/, ','' ' l • . :_- ~ 

'. ; ' . 

2. the theoretical proof of the black hples existence in GR based on the unique-
ness of the spherically symmetric,solutio~s ~ith a si~gula;· sphere ~an not be 
considered as a proof C [12]) and it is a directive on the possibility of the such 
objects existence only. 

3. the possibility of existence _of new types of astrophysical:objects with a naked 
singularity as_ a _realization of gs appears. 

" ' ' • ' • • ' ' < ~ ' 

The main feature of metrics (2) is a_nother space-time model.and topology as 
compared with that of metrics (1). Here' the topologic~i'structure ofth~ Einstein 
equations solutions is, very important f~ctor for the interpr_etation of experimerital 
observations i~ cosmology and astronomy. : . . . . , ; , 

So as a result of the above discussion more accurate wording of Birkhoff theorem 
may be given. It is following ( [13]): 

In GR a spherically symmetric vacuum gravitational field of un
charged non-rotating point source being determined by the metric func
tions of a differe~tiability class not lower C 2 is static throughout the 
region O < r < oo and is described by Abrams metrics equivalence class 
9A, and one' of a representative of the class gA is th~ metrics gs. 

It is easy to see that the metrics gvw can not be a representative of the class 9A 
and this fact in;olves the difference of above-mentioned wording with well known 
wordings of Birkhoff theorem. 
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KoHoIIJieBa H.Il. E4-95-79 
TeopeMa Bnp~roij)a H npo6JieMa e~irncTBeHHOCTH . 

. , cij)epnqecKH CHMMerp~OH MO'AeJIH npocrpaHCTBa-:-BPeMeHH B OTO. 

,· AHaJIH3HPYIOTC51 pa3JIHqHhle ij)opMyn:npOBKH TeopeMhI BnpKroij)a, HCilOJih.;. 
3yeMhle B JIHTepaType. Ilpe'AJIO)KeHa HOBa~ qJOPMYJIHPOBKa STOH TeopeMhI,. 
yqHThIBaro~aSI pe3yJihTaThI JI.A6paMca,.oTHoc.snn;Hec51 K npo6JieMe e~HHCTBeH
HOCTH cq>epHiiecKH · CHMMeTpnqHoif MO'AeJIH npocrpaiICTBa:iipeMeHH · B · OTO, 
H TOqKy 3peHH51 XoKHHra H 3Jimica Ha STY npo6Jie_My. Pe3)'JlhTaThI, :noJiyqeH
.Hhle A.3.IleTpOBblM B STOH o6JiaCTH, TaK)Ke o6cy)K'A~~TC51 . 

. Pa6oTa BhIIlOJIH.eHa B Jia6opaTppnH TeopeTH1IeCKOH cpiI3HKil HM. H:H.Boro-
nro6oBa 01-,:.sn1. · · · · 

. \ ' 

·Konople~aN.P; . 
The Birkhoff Theorem and uniqueness Pr~blem ; . 
of Sph.erically Symmetric Space-Time Model in GR. " 

:; W:e analyze the _different wordings rif Birkhoff theorem being us~d 
in. literat~re. The ·new wording of this theorem is given. We. tak.e ·into 
consideration the .results· of .L~Abrams on the problem of the uniqueness 
of spherically symmetric space-time n1odel in GR and the Hawking-'-Ellis point 
of view at this problem. The A.z:Petrov results are considered also. 

. . . - . ' - .. -
- , .. 
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